
I WANT TO WRITE A HISTORICAL FICTION NOVEL

Historical fiction is a category for novels and stories that take place in past If you want to write a new version of history,
then that's a different category of novel .

Patience has never been one of my virtues, but I had to make it one. Let the characters engage with the
historical details. If you want to write a new version of history, then that's a different category of novel called
speculative fiction, with its own set of rules. But what was it? All you have to do is sit back and enjoy the
feeling of your heart breaking for a nation, of me breaking it. So much so that the ultimate question I asked
myself daily became: how much research is too much research? Become comfortable with the time period.
The characters in my novel, Strongest Bonds, Broken Fences, do just that; they discuss things. Journals kept in
the past were, of course, written by literate people with the leisure for self-contemplation. Resist this
temptation! Finally, enjoy writing. Kerney, who spent a decade writing the book, talks about the difficult task
of fictionalizing the past. The authenticity of historical fiction depends on your knowledge and use of
historical detail. It percolates up through the real story when the real story gets going. Because, on top of it all,
the ice is meltingâ€¦ But, lucky for you, the work is all done and I can look back on it with a slightly cheerful
tone and a semi-articulateness that certainly did not exist during the process. The basic question aspiring
historical writers need to ask is this: What documents of the era exist to demonstrate daily life in a chosen time
period? Ask yourself: Am I getting this right? Web: toddjamespierce. Let them smell the offal dumped onto
the cobblestone streets. Finally, check all your sources intimately, especially online. I wanted their hearts to
break for an entire nation suffering on their own continuumâ€”now. For a film, an audience is largely a
collective witness to events that unfold on the screen. You are probably going to have to fill in a lot of gaps in
the historical record: you may know from the record what a person did and when he did it, but not why. I have
an Montgomery Ward Catalog that has descriptions of, and prices for, almost every personal item used by
people of that time: hardware, books, stationery, toys, guns, toiletries, wallpaper, stoves, laundry equipment,
harnesses and saddlery -- the list goes on and on. Before their arrival Japan had been almost entirely closed to
the west. You shouldn't write historical fiction if: You hate research. Unfortunately, the internet is also full of
flawed information, lies, plagiarized material and half truths. As a writer and an English professor, I am an
introvert by nature. Do your research and avoid historical mistakes of any kind. History is all around us, a
continuum on which the past, present and the future interact constantly. Fiction is the examination of the
human heart as individual characters move through scenes that test â€” or perhaps change â€” their souls.


